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MEETING MINUTES 

JUNE 13, 2022 

 
The Trustees of the Municipal Service District held their monthly meeting on Monday, June 13th at 

the Ponte Vedra Beach Branch Library at 5:30 PM. 

 

TRUSTEES PRESENT 
Al Hollon – Chairman 

Kitty Switkes – Vice Chairman - absent 

Gary Jurenovich - Treasurer 

John Cellucci  

Holly Kartsonis - absent 

Mack McCuller 

Brad Wester  

 

Wayne Flowers – Attorney  

 

Chairman Hollon called the meeting to order at 5:30 p.m. We will begin with the Pledge of 

Allegiance to the Flag.  

 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES 

The Board of Trustees meeting minutes from May 9th, 2022, were discussed. A motion was made to 

approve the minutes, it was seconded and unanimously carried.  

 

PUBLIC COMMENTS  

Kristina Greco – 890 Ponte Vedra Blvd. – She is reaching out to the board regarding having the flags 

go down farther on the Boulevard and she would like to lead this project.  Trustee Cellucci reported 

that he told Ms. Greco that he will help her in securing additional funds.  Trustee Cellucci asked the 

board to approve an additional $1,000 towards the second phase of the flags which will be down the 

boulevard to Micklers and additionally Solana and Corona.   Chairman Hollon asked how much this 

will help.  Trustee Cellucci reported about 10%. A motion was made for the $1,000 for Patriotic 

Ponte Vedra, it was seconded and unanimously carried. Ms. Greco reported that she would like to 

involve the ROTC at the high school to help put the flags up. Trustee Cellucci reported that this 

would be welcomed. 

 

TRUSTEE REPORTS 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT - CHAIRMAN HOLLON 

REPUBLIC / SHERIFF PATROLS AND PAYMENTS 

Chairman Hollon reported that he has had some issues with residents leaving treated wood out and 

asked Republic to tag the piles. The budget for Republic increases by the consumer price index and 

last year it went up 3.2% and with the state of the economy today it will most likely increase.  



Republic is aware that we are in the budget process and we will use the 1,403 homes as the pickup 

number.  Attorney Flowers reported that Republic is based on the CPI water and sewer and is 

published in March.  

 

Chairman Hollon reported that Captain Werle attended our last month’s meeting with statistics 

through April. The off-duty deputies send me invoices and it shows how many citations, stops, 

warning and additional information.  Since April 30th through tonight there have been 145 warnings 

and 65 citations. We had a resident ask for a motorcycle unit in the last month.  We have had three 

shifts with motorcycle units and that officer issued 22 citations.  Chairman Hollon asked if there 

were any questions.  Trustee Cellucci asked if we want to see a certain area in the MSD patrolled can 

we send you a note.  Attorney Flowers reported that you should send it to the secretary and she can 

provide it to the Chairman. 

 

JEA / LANDSCAPE – VICE CHAIRMAN SWITKES 

Chairman Hollon reported that Vice Chairman Switkes is on vacation but provided him with her 

report.  For landscaping our current contract with FCLC (First Coast Land Care) does not include 

any preventive spraying for weeds or pesticides. We now have four areas that do have turf, 

A1A/Corona, Merle’s Median, Pablo Court and Le Master/Poinciana. With the boards permission 

she would like to get bids from several companies to determine the costs of adding these services. 

FCLC does not have the certification do perform these services. Otherwise, landscaping is under 

control. Trustee Cellucci asked if Overlook was mentioned in her report.  Chairman Hollon reported 

no but does anyone have any objection in her getting bids. A motion was made for Vice Chairman 

Switkes to obtain bids for preventive spraying for weeds and pesticides, it was seconded and 

unanimously carried.  

 

Chairman Hollon asked if there were any questions on the paving.  Treasurer Jurenovich reported 

that JEA is supposed to pave the last week of July. 

 

Regarding JEA, she reported that the water usage for irrigation was up this month because of the 

lack of rain and switching to two days a week with longer times. She reported that she successfully 

petitioned JEA to remove some erroneous charges from miscommunication concerning the timing of 

having back flows tested. There is a new procedure this year and even though the backflows were 

tested asap, we had one repaired and another installed pushed the account past the due date for 

testing.  

 

Bridge Painting and Pressure Washing- project was completed, but not without a hitch. The color 

chosen was a more modern color for the bridges as seen on the Corona Bridge. This color was a 

neutral color that blended in with the new homes and architecture, not too light to attract the pesky 

midge flies. There was a huge backlash from mostly Lake Road residents who insisted the color stay 

the peachy pink coastal color. This caused me, with the guidance from Chairman Hollon, to 

reconsider the color and make a quick change. The changing of the color and one day labor was an 

extra $4,400. Because the board only voted to approve $20,000 for the project, Vice Chairman 

Switkes told the contractor that at the next board meeting she would ask the board to approve the 

extra $4,400. Chairman Hollon discussed the cost for the additional painting charges and that 

Commissioner Blocker is fully supportive and requested the County to help with some financial 

assistance. A motion was made to authorize the additional $4,400, it was seconded and unanimously 

carried.  

 

TREASURER’S REPORT – TREASURER JURENOVICH 

Treasurer Jurenovich reported he e-mailed out the financials and there is nothing new to report.  We 

received the statement from the property appraiser and if anyone has a project or any budget item for 

next fiscal year, please send them to the secretary. A motion was made to approve the Treasurer’s 

report, it was seconded and unanimously carried.  

 



CTTF / NEWSLETTER / FLAGS - TRUSTEE CELLUCCI 

Trustee Cellucci reported that we have already covered the flags and he attended the CTTF meeting 

this afternoon and they reviewed all the intersections.  They are going to put out a newsletter on the 

11th of July.  The planning and design of A1A and Micklers is completed and the cost is $3.4 million 

and hope to get it started in Spring of 2023. They are having a problem with getting contractors to 

bid on these projects because they do not know how much the materials will cost when the project 

begins. The big controversy is the variance for the 18-20 parking spots at Micklers. Trustee Cellucci 

reported that he met with the newsletter printer and received some deadlines.  

 

BEACHES ENERGY / WEBSITE - TRUSTEE KARTSONIS 

Trustee Kartsonis is out of the country and said that the new streetlights on the boulevard are wired 

and should be hooked up in the next week.  She reported that when she returns, she will work on the 

new light that was requested at 44 Solana Road.  

 

ROAD AND BRIDGE / STREET SIGNS- TRUSTEE MCCULLER 

Trustee McCuller reported that he received an e-mail today about the paving the county is doing 

where they omitted the Pablo Road. Treasurer Jurenovich reported that they will pave the Pablo 

Road section and Trustee McCuller will confirm that with the county. Trustee McCuller reported 

that the has two bids for the signs.  Address of Distinction who we have used before signs are $179 a 

piece not including installation and the company from St. Augustine, B&S signs are $236 a sign and 

$75 each for installation.  These are for signs and not skins. Trustee McCuller reported that he has 

worked with B&S before and recommends that we approve their bid. Regarding the back side of the 

Welcome to Guana Sign they said it would be $542 and $150 per hour for installation.  Trustee 

McCuller asked for $3,000.  Trustee Wester asked if they would take the old ones down and put the 

new ones up.  Trustee McCuller reported that since it is new signs, he thinks that they will but will 

verify it. Secretary Jurenovich reported that she will send him our sales tax exception certificate.  A 

motion was made for Trustee McCuller to spend up to $3,000 for B&S signs, it was seconded and 

unanimously carried. Trustee McCuller reported that he is going to have B&S fix the sign at 

Miranda. Trustee Cellucci reported that the CTTF reported that they did not receive a notice of the 

Corona Road closure.   

 

BEACH AND SIDEWALK– TRUSTEE WESTER 

Trustee Wester reported that as of May 20th Micklers officially opened. Received an e-mail from 

Lauren Roberts who lives across the street from 965 and told her that she needs to work with the 

county but would let the board know of her concerns. 

 

The new parking at Micklers is 20 spaces and they need to get a permit for that.  Parks and Rec from 

the county will come to one of our meetings, possibly next month’s meeting to do a quick Q & A. 

The traffic will be a one way but they want to come to our meeting to discuss before they apply for 

the variance. Chairman Hollon reported that we should vote on this matter.  

 

Trustee Wester reported that when we do hold our meeting with the residents to discuss the San Juan 

sidewalk, he would like representatives from Kimley-Horn to attend the meeting.  The contract with 

us was to only do the report but he would like to approve a budget now for two engineers to attend 

the meeting to answers questions and thinks up to $1,000 would be enough for their staff to attend 

the meeting.  The sidewalk is very important however the traffic calming study will go hand in hand 

and we want to tackle these at the same time.  The county does want to wait until the paving is done 

on the Boulevard to do the traffic calming.  The workshop will happen after we get the traffic 

calming.  The county paving will start this week and JEA will start sometime at the end of July so 

late summer we should be able to have our workshop. Trustee Wester reported that he will go back 

to Kimley-Horne to revise the contract and add a section in where they will attend the workshop at 

an hourly rate. A motion was made to approve up to $1,000 for Kimley-Horne, it was seconded and 

unanimously carried. 

 



 

ATTORNEY’S REPORT – ATTORNEY FLOWERS 

Attorney Flowers reported that he has been working with the county attorney on the noise and 

lighting ordinances and has nothing to report this month.   

 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

POLICE DEPARTMENT DISCUSSION 

Chairman Hollon reported we have discussed this and thinks that all the Trustees should be here to 

vote.  Trustee Cellucci reported that he believes we should vote on it tonight. Trustee McCuller 

asked if this is ready for a vote.  Chairman Hollon reported that we are paying $55 an hour for extra 

duty deputies and what he has been told is that we do not need coverage after midnight. Based on the 

statistics we are getting a lot more traffic stops and my proposal is that we continue with the Sheriff 

at this rate as we do not incur any additional costs. Trustee Cellucci made a motion to accept 

Treasurer Jurenovich’s proposal he gave us last month.  Treasurer Jurenovich reported that we need 

community involvement and we have not had any.  Our community is one of the highest per capita 

in the entire state, a very affluent neighborhood and we are hiring off duty deputies. There is no true 

schedule and we do not know the when the where and the who as there have been 31 different 

deputies patrolling our streets. Regardless of that, our community deserves its own law enforcement 

and we are in a unique situation this year where we are going to have to return $340,000 to the 

community in a couple of months and we have the money budgeted under law enforcement. 

Everything was in the proposal and knowing the deputies, the accountability and if the MSD is going 

to remain the premier community, we need our own department.  

 

Chairman Hollon reported that right now our deputies are nationally accredited and we have 

additional resources we can get at any time.  Chairman Hollon does not think our community will be 

happy with two or three deputies and in St. Augustine Beach when they created their own 

department, St. Johns County pulled back their deputies and Deputy Tedder could be pulled back 

which the residents will not be happy with.  We also do not have any agreement in place for a 

dispatcher and for use of the jail.   

 

Trustee Wester believes we can call them off duty when we want to which serves our purpose but 

they are sheriff deputies.  They are not writing an off-duty tickets.  Trustee Wester reported are we 

writing more tickets and being more productive under this model.  With that said, Trustee Wester 

reported that he sees their presence and thinks the model is working and we can call up any resource 

we want.  At this time, all the trustees should be here to vote as they have all been a part of the 

discussions.  Trustee Wester reported that he is not in favor of forming our own police department 

because of the progress we are making under this current contract. Trustee Wester reported that he is 

not going to call them off-duty and belittle that term because we should have another angle of the 

police force.  Treasurer Jurenovich has done an excellent job of putting the package together and it is 

worth merit to look but believes a vote right now is premature.  

 

Trustee McCuller reported that he commends Treasurer Jurenovich for his report but would like to 

see a report similar done by a professional and would like to see community involvement. At this 

time Trustee McCuller would like to stay with the status quo and is not ready to make the change at 

this time but is open to it in the future. He also thinks all the board members should be here for a 

vote.  Treasurer Jurenovich reported that he agreed that all the board members should be in 

attendance.  

 

Trustee Cellucci reported that no one is belittling the deputies and these are the accusations that were 

brought up last time. Trustee Cellucci reported that south of Corona Road they are not patrolling. 

Chairman Hollon reported that the number of traffic stops have increased and if we are getting more 

stops for less money then that is a good thing.  Trustee Cellucci reported that it does not look like 

more stops from the checks.  Chairman Hollon reported that the checks will not tell you that and 

Captain Werle came here and told you have many stops. Trustee Cellucci reported that he signs the 



checks and see the numbers and it is not close to 119.  Chairman Hollon reported that the deputies 

are much more productive and are doing a great job and we do not have any responsibility. Treasurer 

Jurenovich reported that we should wait till next month.  Attorney Hollon reported that you will be 

voting on a preliminary budget next month and that would be the time to decide on a law 

enforcement budget.  

 

FUNDING ISSUES AND SALES TAX INCREASE (MSD PROJECT LIST) 

Chairman Hollon think that next month the trustees should bring some items/project wish list and we 

will discuss this next month.  

 

TRAFFIC A1A DISCUSSION 

Vice Chairman Switkes is not here and we will discuss this next month.  

 

U.S. BIKE ROUTE SYSTEM 

Trustee Wester reported that he brought this up two meetings ago and this is a signage thing.  They 

want to shift the signage off A1A to the Boulevard as the U.S. Bike Route.  This could possibly give 

us an opportunity to ask for some additional funding from the county.  Trustee Wester reported that 

he is in favor of it and they would like for the MSD to vote on this before they go to the county.  

This would not cost a dime.  Trustee McCuller reported that it will increase bike traffic.  Treasurer 

Jurenovich asked how many signs.  Trustee Wester reported a few and the signs on A1A will be 

moved to the Boulevard.  This is a national map that will designate the Boulevard, and it is 

recreation and provides notoriety to cyclists. Trustee Cellucci reported that he is opposed as there are 

already enough bikes on the Boulevard and thinks the people who live on the Boulevard should be 

involved in a discussion. Trustee McCuller asked if this is county matter or an MSD matter.  Trustee 

Wester reported that they went straight to the county and the county said to go to the MSD.  Trustee 

McCuller asked if we approve it will the county approve it?  Trustee Wester said pretty much.  

Chairman Hollon reported that we will table this to next month. 

 

NO PARKING SIGN SKIN COST 

Chairman Hollon reported that this was covered earlier in the meeting.  

 

BRIDGE AND MONUMENT PRESSURE WASHING / PAINTING 

Chairman Hollon reported that this was covered earlier in the meeting.  

 

JACK POPE POSITION 

Chairman Hollon reported that he has spoken with Commissioner Blocker to help move the position 

forward.  Chairman Hollon has made it known that he is in favor of the part time position and would 

like it to be a seasoned employee. Trustee McCuller asked what the budget is.  Chairman Hollon 

reported that we have $50,000.  There has been discussion with us and the county splitting the cost 

of the position. Trustee McCuller thinks this a major issue with all the construction going on with no 

oversight.  Treasurer Jurenovich asked if the county is going to put this job out and it will be a 

county employee.  Chairman Hollon reported that there are two options.  They can have a county 

employee or the MSD can have a part time employee.  We would have to do an interlocal agreement.  

Attorney Flowers reported that Jack Pope was a county employee but his dedicated function was the 

MSD.  Treasurer Jurenovich reported that we need an engineer/qualified employee and in order to 

have any authority they need them to be a county employee.  Trustee Wester reported that we have 

our own zoning code and also and overlay and there is the PVZAB.  We are entitled to have our own 

person. Chairman Hollon reported that we need to vote on this and if we are going to fund this, we 

should be calling the shots. Trustee Kartsonis has been the one who has headed these discussions so 

let’s discuss this next month.  

 

YARD TRASH REMINDER 

Chairman Hollon reported that we will discuss this next month.  

 



CHARTER REVIEW 

Chairman Hollon reported that once every 10 years we are required to review the charter.  Chairman 

Hollon thinks we should update it and thinks that any capital project over $150,000 or a percent of 

the budget (whichever is greater).  This way it reflects inflation.  Trustee McCuller reported we 

reviewed the charter when he was Chairman and any changes you will need to hire a lobbyist to push 

it through the legislature and it should be a budgeted item.  Chairman Hollon asked for trustees to 

review the charter and bring any changes to the next month’s meeting. Attorney Flowers reported 

that the delegation meeting will most likely be in December. 

 

CONSTRUCTION PARKING ON SAN JUAN 

Chairman Hollon reported that we will discuss this next month.  

 

SOLANA LIGHT AT A1A CONTACT WITH FDOT 

Chairman Hollon reported that will contact them and report back next month. 

 

NEW BUSINESS 

BUDGET DISCUSSION 

Chairman Hollon reported that anyone with any budget issues to send them to the secretary. 

 

Chairman Hollon reported that he has an item he would like on new business.  He has been 

approached by residents on San Diego Road and would like No Parking signs installed.  Chairman 

Hollon reported that he has called the Fire Marshall as that road is very narrow.  Chairman Hollon 

reported that he thinks this should be No Parking on that road.  Trustee McCuller asked if he should 

contact the county and ask them to put up No Parking signs.  Chairman Hollon made a motion to 

designate San Diego Road as No Parking, it was seconded and unanimously carried. 

 

KEY DATES 

County Commissioners meeting June 21st and July 5th. 

Next MSD meeting will be July 11th at 5:30pm 

 

ADJOURN 

A motion was made to adjourn; it was seconded and unanimously.  

Submitted, Ann Jurenovich, MSD Secretary 


